
8:00 a.m. Welcome / Opening Comments / Tappi Antitrust Scott Marks Learning outcomes

8:15 a.m. Introduction to Product Structures Scott Marks, DuPont
Initiate the process of thinking about the materials and processes to be 

discussed through the class.

9:15 a.m. Polyethylene resins for Film Norm Aubee, Nova Chemicals
understand what is PE, and what properties of this material are relevant for 

use in Blown and Cast Film extrusion

10:00 a.m. Coffee/Tea/Snack break

10:15 a.m. PE Plastomer resins for Film Wes Hobson, Dow Chemical
understand what is a polyethylene plastomer, and what properties of this 

material are relevant for use in Blown and Cast Film extrusion

10:45 a.m. Specialty Resins for Film Scott Marks, DuPont
understand what are commonly uses Specialty Resins, and what properties 

of these materials are relevant for use in Blown and Cast Film extrusion

11:45 a.m. LUNCH

12:45 p.m. Polypropylene resins for Film Francisco Carlos Ruiz, Braskem
understand what is PP, and what properties of this material is relevant for 

use in Blown and Cast Film extrusion

1:30 p.m. Rheology and Hot Stage Microscopy Vipul Padman - Berry Plastics 

understand what is rheology, and its importance to selecting materials to 

extrude, and why it is important for the machinery presentations to follow. 

Understand what is Hot Stage Microscopy as a tool for troubleshooting.

2:15 p.m. Coffee/Tea/Snack break

2:30 p.m. Extruders and Configurations for Blown vs Cast Rich Kanarski, Davis-Standard
understand components of extruders, and key areas for maintenance. 

Understand configuration options/differences for blown vs cast.

3:30 p.m. Screw Designs for Blown vs Cast Andy Christie, SAM-NA

understand the basics of screw design, and the major differences between 

screws designed for blown vs cast lines vs other processes such as 

extrusion coating.

4:15 p.m. General Q&A with any instructors from the day

5:00 p.m. Table Top Exhibit & Supplier reception Interactive gathering for networking and learning

Tuesday, March 12, 2019

Wednesday, March 13, 2019

Tentative Course Schedule. Subject to Change.



8:00 a.m. Welcome / Opening Comments / Tappi Antitrust Scott Marks Learning outcomes

8:10 a.m. Cast Film feedblock technologies Olivier Catherine, Cloeren

understand the types of systems utilized including; fixed plane, movable 

vanes, layer multipliers, and nano-layer configurations.  Also the types of 

methods for changing layer setups; plates, plugs, spools, cartridge blocks.

9:00 a.m. Cast Film Dies Sam Iuliano, Nordson

understand the basics of design for dies used in cast film production and 

their component options such as; fixed with, internal deckled, external 

deckled, fixed lips, removable lips, etc.  - Also understand importance of 

proper die gap, land length, and also differences in auto die bolt options.

9:45 a.m. Coffee/Tea/Snack break

10:00 a.m. Film Casting section configurations Lou Piffer, Davis-Standard

understand the options for design in configuration of the casting section as 

it relates to the position of the die and extruders.  Movable cast roll 

sections, vs movable extruders.  Front facing vs side facing, and other 

options.

10:45 a.m. Blown Film dies and their differences in design John Perdikoulias, Compuplast

understand the differing types of dies such as; nested spirals, stacked 

plates, stacked cones, nano-layer, as well as IBC vs non-IBC 

systems… and why you may wish to use one vs another in a given 

situation.

11:45 a.m. LUNCH

12:45 p.m. Air Rings for Blown film production Laura Martin, Brampton Engineering

learn about the  various types of air rings and why you might use one 

versus another; Single lip, Dual lip, Triple lip, Stacked air rings, Auto 

adjusting air rings, Segmented air rings 

1:30 p.m.
Blown Film haul-off systems, collapsing frames and 

bubble cages
Bill Hellmuth, Davis-Standard

learn about horizontal and vertical haul-off systems, the pro-cons off both 

types, as well as the different designs within the horizontal type (center 

hung versus outer ring supported).  Also learn about collapsing systems 

such as roller vs slats and other design factors, as well as bubble cages and 

their roll in bubble diameter sizing.

2:15 p.m. Coffee/Tea/Snack break

2:30 p.m. Corona and Plasma treating systems Rory Wolf, ITW/Pillar

understand the process of film treating by means of corona and plasma 

systems, and the differences these systems can create in the film surface 

for different purposes.



3:15 p.m. Purging and Resin Transitions Scott Marks, DuPont

learn the importance of conducting proper resin transitions (including 

general purging), and a process to follow that aids in efficiency in many 

situations.

4:00 p.m. General Q&A with any instructors from the day

6:30 p.m. Local Event ??? Networking with peers

8:00 a.m. Welcome / Opening Comments / Tape Antitrust Scott Marks, DuPont Learning outcomes

8:10 a.m. On-Line Gauging systems Ted Schackertz, NDC

learn about gauging systems typically used on blown and cast film lines, 

and how they integrate back to the die for cast film, or to the die or air ring 

for thickness control in blown film.

8:50 a.m. Winders for Blown and Cast films Jim Stobie, Macro Engineering

understand the different type of winders and winding modes used for film 

lines such as Center, Surface, Center-Surface, Gap mode, and why you 

might use one versus other for differing film types. 

9:40 p.m. Coffee/Tea/Snack break

10:00 a.m. Tools for Process Improvement Andy Christie, SAM-NA
have an understanding of available tools such as process modeling at the 

screw or die to help reduce the experimental needs on-machine.

10:50 p.m. Pneumatic Conveying Systems Joseph Lutz, Pelletron
gain a basic knowledge of the difference between push systems and pull 

systems as well as dilute phase versus bulk phase, when moving pellets.  

11:30 a.m. LUNCH

12:45 p.m. Gel Troubleshooting in Blown & Cast film Lou Piffer, Davis-Standard

gain an understanding of the different types of defects that are generally 

called "gels".  What are their possible sources, and how to try to avoid 

them. 

1:30 p.m. Safety & Process Troubleshooting Scott Weber, Celanese
general safety principles around extrusion lines, and tips on how to 

troubleshoot processing 

2:15 p.m.
Challenges of Web Handling & Winding in Cast & 

Blown film
Duane Smith, Davis-Standard

understand the factors that influence winding from the point of the 

equipment;  tension, nip, torque, roll alignment, incoming film gauge non-

uniformity, etc.

3:00 p.m. Coffee/Tea/Snack break

Thursday, March 14, 2019



3:15 p.m. Case Studies in Winding of Cast & Blown film Duane Smith, Davis-Standard examples of winding issues and suggested fixes from historical work

4:00 p.m.
Class Wrap Up / Evaluation Form submittals / Pick up 

certificates

4:15 p.m. Adjourn


